With such a wide variety of Zebra cards, the choice is yours.

Genuine Zebra cards are available in an amazing range of exciting colours and types, offering solutions for a wide range of applications.

Zebra’s cards provide the ideal surface to ensure the image sharpness needed for vivid colours and detailed readable bar codes. Our PVC cards are guaranteed to meet ISO standards, are dust-free and have smooth edges to give you great, consistent results every time.

With a variety of finishes, colours and options; from pre-printed custom security features and embedded holograms, to custom hologram overlay varnishes and laminates, Zebra’s high-quality cards are suitable for a multitude of applications and markets, including healthcare, education, retail and transportation.

Key benefits:
• Media tested with printer designs
• System-level support for supplies
• Guaranteed printer compatibility
• Printer performance optimised for colour output
• Consistent quality

Get the most out of your printers: use genuine Zebra ribbons, overlay varnishes and laminates!
• Zebra ribbons are available in full colour or monochrome black, blue, green, gold, red, silver and white
• For added security, use clear or custom hologram overlay varnishes and laminates

For more information, visit www.zebra.com
Zebra cards give you the image sharpness needed for vivid colours and detailed, readable bar codes. Poor-quality cards often have uneven surfaces that reduce print quality and cause printhead damage. Zebra guarantees its pure PVC and composite PVC cards to be compliant with ISO standards, dust-free, and have smooth edges, giving you better print quality every time.

**Colour cards**

Colour-shifting-ink cards, PVC and PVC composite cards with a specified image of colour-shifting inks formulated to change from one colour to another. This feature is part of the inner layer of the card and cannot be scratched or removed. Colour combinations are available in light blue/purple, pink/fresh, green/gold, silver/blue, aqua/blue, yellow/salmon and gold/grey.

**Premier colour PVC cards** provide a solid, single-colour consistent background, available in red, yellow, metallic silver, metallic gold, blue and green. And a new range of **premier translucent PVC cards** are available in gold, red, orange, green, light blue, dark blue, clear, black, grey and purple.

**Hologram cards**

Embedded hologram cards, PVC and PVC composite cards have a tamper-resistant hologram embedded within the layers of the card for an added low-cost security feature. The hologram is part of the background of the white card, enabling printing to be applied directly on top of it.

**Lamination** may also be applied if required. The hologram incorporates both visible and ultraviolet printing of a pattern or logo. This security feature prevents the hologram image from being reproduced using photography or photocopying.

**Security features**

Microtext or nanotext cards, PVC and PVC composite cards have pre-printed text that can only be read with magnification or with UV exposure. This security feature is very hard to duplicate or photocopy.

**Customisable security cards** with customised security features are available by special order. The additional security features include custom surface foil, 2-D/3-D, 3-D holograms, infrared ink, microtext, guilloche, opacity mark, colour-shifting ink and thermal print.